
Watermelon Slim -  REQUIREMENTS FOR BOOKING OUTSIDE THE U.S.A. 
This rider lists the requirements of for Watermelon Slim & The Workers. None 
are unreasonable, all have been provided on previous overseas tours. The band 
will not leave home unless this rider is signed and returned to Intrepid Artists, the 
booking agent. All services that you agree to here must be provided on the tour. 
Please initial each section: 
 
Payment must be made in U.S. currency, in cash. Payment should be made 
after each show unless other arrangements are made with Intrepid Artists 
before the tour. INITIALS______ 
 
Working Papers or Visas -- any that are required must be sent to the band 
before they leave the U.S. so they can get past Customs and Immigration.  
INITIALS______ 
 
Always meet the band at any destination airport on the tour. Have copies of 
the contracts and traveling documents in case there is a problem. 
INITIALS______ 
 
Air Travel - The promoter must pay for air travel, and we insist that you use the 
band’s travel agent so that we can be sure our requirements will be met. The 
routing should bring the band as close as possible to their destinations with the 
least number of connections, with reasonable consideration to your costs. The 
agent Chris Hardwick, (405) 447-4329. chris@southernartist.net INITIALS______ 
 
Work and Distance. The band will not work more than an average of five (5) 
days per week, one gig per day. The band will not travel more than 300 
kilometers per day (on the ground).  INITIALS______ 
 
Accommodations. Comfortable single hotel rooms with a phone, toilet, and tub 
or shower in the room for each member of the band must be provided by the 
promoter for each day of the tour. This is the only arrangement we will accept -- 
don’t even think about changing this.  INITIALS______ 
 
Meals. Breakfast should be provided by the hotel, and the promoter should 
provide a hot meal for the band on each day there is a show. Drinks and 
refreshments should be provided at each show.  INITIALS______ 
 
Equipment. The band will bring only a guitar, bass, drums sticks, guitar cords, 
harmonicas, and a harmonica microphone. The promoter must provide amplifiers 
and drums, known as backline: 
     see attached backline requirements document. 
Please consult with Intrepid Artists, if any alternative equipment is proposed. An 
adequate P.A. system and sound engineer must be provided at every show.  
INITIALS______ 

mailto:chris@southernartist.net


Watermelon Slim & The Workers – Requirements page 2. 
 
A driver/roadie/road manager must be provided by the promoter to do all 
driving, carry, and set up all equipment. The tour should be planned so that this 
person will not have to drive more consecutive hours than is safe. This person 
should be able to find hotels and venues and set up equipment and provide for 
service if anything breaks.  INITIALS______ 
 
Vehicle. A vehicle must be provided for ground transportation that is safe, 
mechanically sound, adequately heated (or cooled), and reasonably comfortable 
enough for the number of people traveling. Nobody should be crowded right next 
to other people on a long trip. Of course, the vehicle must carry luggage and 
musical equipment.  INITIALS______ 
 
The promoter must not attempt to change any part of our agreement 
without consulting Intrepid Artists to negotiate. 
NO SURPRISES!  
I understand my obligations and agree to provide the above services for 
Watermelon Slim & The Workers.  
 
__________________ 
___ promoter              __________________ date 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Watermelon Slim & The Workers – Backline Requirements- Fly in 
 
Watermelon Slim aka William Homans: ( see stage plot #5 guitar amp. # 4 harp amp) 
One Fender Bassman Rei-ssue ( Harp Amp ), One Fender Blues Jr amp or equivalent  
( guitar amp ).  
 
Guitar stand requirement for Slim: 
Slim stands and plays a dobro guitar, with guitar flat on its back, facing upward, on top of 
a folding flat top, keyboard stand. 
Slim must have a keyboard stand on front line, with a flat guitar case on top so dobro 
guitar will lie on its back and face upward. He plays the dobro flat, similar to sitting with 
dobro in his lap, but this way he is in a standing position.   
He cannot perform his show without this flat keyboard stand, waist-high on front line, 
with boom mic stand in front. 
 
 
Elect Bass guitar: 
Backline: 
SVT, Gallian Krueger or Fender power Amp 
Speaker cabinet:  
Large stage; 2 – 2 x 15, 2 – 4 x 10, or 1 - 4 x 10 and an 18’’. 
Smaller stages go with 1 speaker cabinet. 
Please do not use the 8 x 10 ampeg cabinet. 
 
Elect Guitar: 
Backline: 
1ST choice: Fender Bassman re-issue 4 x 10 speaker config 
2nd choice: Fender Blues Deluxe 1 x 12 or 2 x 12  
 
Drums: 
No special requirements. We use a very simple kit, no extras. 
 
All four players use vocal mics – see stage plot for locations. 
Provide:  extra long mic cable for vocal # 7, and  an extra long ¼ instrument cable 
with coupler / junction to extend cable from harp mic to amp. Slim carries his own 
harp mics. 
All vocal mics must be on booms. 
See Stage-plot also. Contact: Michael Newberry, Rd Mgr at tel (405) 517-1493 
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